I NFO RM AT I O N S E C U R I T Y C ONSULT ING
Organizations require visibility and transparency into their infrastructure and operations. With new threats emerging every day,
having streamlined security policies and procedures that are effective, maintainable, and measureable can mean the difference
between quickly detecting a risk verses having a major catastrophe.
Onyx Data Solutions works with organizations to strengthen and develop information security and the infrastructure that
supports it. Each project is approached with maintaining the goal of adaptability and continual improvement in mind, providing
the client with the ability to evolve with continually changing threat vectors.
Onyx also uses a three-tiered approach focusing on people, process and technology. With this method, the Onyx team works
with internal IT, senior leadership, and other internal business units to implement the highest security standards and best
practices from the ground up.

People

INFORMATION SECURITY SERVICES PROVIDED INCLUDE:
• Information Security Program Build and Infrastructure Development
The Onyx team works with organizations to implement successful and effective
Information Security Programs and develop secure foundational infrastructures.
• Threat Forecasting & Risk Mitigation
Onyx leads the diagnosis of present and future risks and quantifies your organization’s total
threat environment. From there, actionable plans can be developed to lessen each risk.
• Service Continuity and Disaster Recovery Plan Development
Onyx works to establish a disaster recovery plan before it’s needed to provide your
organization with a strategy and roadmap to recovering your services quickly and efficiently.

Process

Technology

• Incident Evaluation
If an incident occurs, how your organization reacts and responds is vital to your information security. Evaluating and
documenting a critical event provides essential lessons learned and best practices to follow to mitigate future risks.
• Security Audit Preparation
To conduct a successful audit, security controls and processes must be well documented and well executed. The Onyx
team guides organizations on how to best prepare, and how to put processes in place to maintain audit-level standards.
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